Southern fried
Knights head to Southern Miss for key conference matchup — SE SPORTS, A6

About a Boy
The Young Wild Things tour with Fall Out Boy to stop at UCF — SEE VARIETY, A9

Group calls for concealed weapons

Some students want guns on campus

STEVE MULLIS
 Contributing Writer

A group of UCF students is calling for a change to allow students and faculty to carry concealed weapons on campus.

Students for Concealed Carry on Campus, a student-organized organization, voiced its idea this past week. They were joined nationally in the effort as more than 30,000 students support the group by signing empty gun Jacques on campus.

A member of the SFC is a change legislation that would allow individuals who are legally licensed to carry concealed firearms to do so on college campuses, something that is currently forbidden at most colleges.

Jonathan Benson, a University of Texas political science student, started the organization in the wake of the Virginia Tech tragedy in 2007. Since its creation, the group has grown to over 2,000 members nationwide, said SFC media coordinator Scott Lewis.

"The issue of campus gun bans is something that has horrified concealed handgun holders for years," Lewis said, "but it's a tragic Virginia Tech to rally so many like-minded individuals together.

Joe Colta, a 22-year-old management major at UCF's representative at UCF.

"One thing I want to make clear is that we don't want every student to be able to carry on campus," Colta said. "We only want those that have earned concealed weapons permits.

Currently in Florida you must be 21 to be able to demonstrate competency with a firearm to a UCP to get a permit. You can also be deemed ineligible for a number of reasons, including a future conviction, a conviction for a misdemeanor crime.

Don't step on people's feelings

Students with positive insights

MARIA DEVERA
 Contributing Writer

Several students drew on the sidewalks just outside the John T. Washington Center on Tuesday, conveying positive messages to help passersby get through the day.

"I drew 'Compliment a stranger' because I was trying to get people to do a good deed and to do a good act toward somebody they don't know, because that person might need it that day," said Perini, an 18-year-old freshman theater major.

"I drew 'Thank your parents' because that person might need it that day," said Perini, an 18-year-old freshman theater major.

The group received permission from the Student Government Association to draw on the sidewalks, then she and her friends picked an area outside of the John T. Washington Center because of the high student traffic.

Later that day, the group was asked to assist police regarding a hit-and-run case.

About the aftermath of the Virginia Tech tragedy in 2007.

The police have commended the community's assistance.

Person injured in hit-and-run near UCF

JESSICA SUNDAY
 Contributing Writer

The UCP Police Department is asking for help in a hit-and-run case.

The incident occurred on Monday at about 6:30 a.m. The UCP Police Department was called to the scene around 7 a.m. The caller said the person was injured but not killed.

Police said they suspect that the vehicle was a dark-colored Honda Civic driven by a woman in her early 20s.

"I have an optimistic view on the support being identified as the driver of the car," Roop said, "and more than likely, that person uses the campus on a normal basis.

Anyone who may have seen the accident is being asked to call the UCP Police Department at 407-823-5555. The contact number for the UCP Police Department is 407-823-5555. The contact number for the UCP Police Department is 407-823-5555. The contact number for the UCP Police Department is 407-823-5555. The contact number for the UCP Police Department is 407-823-5555.

Meanwhile, students are looking to get a referendum on the Green Fee, which would go directly into student gardens and creation of organic food purchasing plans.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

"The Green Fee is a proposed fee of 75 cents per credit hour per student, amounting to about half a million dollars each semester for the Green fund," said Al Roop, a UCP Police Department spokesperson.

WHAT DOES IT DO?

The money would go directly into a fund that would be overseen by a Green Fee advisory committee under the supervision of the Southern Energy Network.

THE MONEY?

Students are looking to collect 5,000 signatures in order to get a referendum on the Green Fee.

Group asks for higher tuition, greener campus

TARA YOUNG
 Staff Writer

UCF Police Department
HOLDS OPEN HOUSE TODAY

The UCP Police Department is inviting the public to its open house and is calling for a change to allow individuals who are legally licensed to carry concealed firearms to do so on college campuses, something that is currently forbidden at most colleges.
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GUN CONTROL DEBATE NOV. 7

"I think [guns] would be a benefit...and lead to a generally safer environment." — SHEROD DAVIDSON, TREASURER FOR RIGHTS BILL ADJUKIN

"We only want to do what we already do legally today once we are on campus." — Not all students agree on the issue.

"I think it's a pretty ridiculous idea," says Governor Deval Patrick, president of the College Democrats at UCE. "If someone who had a concealed weapon permit got in an argument or was a bad day, who knows what might happen?" "The cops on campus that have guns are allowed to do so after months of training; it's their job to carry a gun." — Alex Weisn, chief of staff for the College Democrats at UCE, said that having guns available would be a horrible idea because of conflicts that arise on campus.

"You see small arguments between groups or students all of the time," Weisn said. "I can't imagine if those people had guns." The College Republicans and College Democrats at UCE are building a coalition to lobby for gun rights. Two major topics of debate will be gun control.

"We want to have a debate on just this one issue," Colutta said. "And include the College Democrats, College Republicans, Students for a Democratic Society and the UCF Police Department."
It was said that the BOT would be asked to propose anything new to Articles 16, Disciplinary Action and Job Abandonment, and Article 23, Section 4.

"We need to be able to offer discretionary compensation," said the BOT member. "We want to be able to reward faculty for their contributions and accomplishments, but we need the flexibility to do so." The BOT agreed that there was a need for more discretion in the compensation process.

Some BOT members noted that the original proposal had been approved by the Faculty and the University administration, and that there should be a review of the original proposal before any changes were made. Others argued that the BOT should be allowed to propose anything new to the articles in order to promote faculty retention and reward their contributions.

The BOT decided to request that the Faculty and the University administration review the original proposal before any changes were made, and to give the BOT the flexibility to propose anything new to the articles in order to promote faculty retention and reward their contributions.

Woman seen driving car

Anyone with information about the woman, who was last seen driving a dark blue car, is asked to contact the UCF Police Department at 407-836-4357 or CrimeLine at 1-800-423-8477. Anonymous tips may be submitted online at www.ufc.ucf.edu/police or on the phone at 1-800-423-8477.

Get your favorite tunes — with the flick of your wrist. It's the Juke by Samsung, and it's new from Verizon Wireless. Show off your music in style, thanks to the swing-open design. Plus, pack in hundreds of your favorite songs.

Input your local Verizon Wireless Communications Store to take advantage of these exclusive offers.

The Verizon Wireless Juke by Samsung

- Includes wired stereo headset and USB cable
- GPS navigation capable
- Available in blue, teal and red

www.verizonwireless.com or call 1.800.NETWORK
The hearing for the former university police chief will be today at 1 p.m. in Millikan Hall to decide what, if any, action the university will take on his complaint.

The university is investigating a former university police chief for possible violations of policy that occurred during his time as chief.

The investigation was sparked by a complaint filed by former university police chief Pete Turkiewicz, who alleges that he was improperly disciplined and that his contract was renewed without his knowledge.

Turkiewicz, who served as chief for 12 years, said in a statement that he was not informed of the decision to renew his contract and that he did not receive any formal complaints during his tenure.

The university, which declined to comment on the matter, said in a statement that it is conducting a thorough and impartial investigation of the complaint.

In his complaint, Turkiewicz alleges that he was improperly disciplined for failing to notify an officer about a situation that occurred during his tenure.

He says he was placed on paid administrative leave for six months, after which he was fired.

The university has not confirmed the allegations or the extent of the investigation.

The hearing will be open to the public and will be held in Millikan Hall.
The three talented spoken-word and hip-hop artists filled a packed Cape Florida Ballroom with words and music Wednesday.

The Beats, Rhymes and Raps starring Giles Li, Kiara Williams and Kiwi Ellerson breezed into UCF.

"They're traveling from school to school," said CaoNg Le, chair of the Asian Awareness Council at the Multicultural Student Center at UCF. "This is the first school they're stopping at."

Members of the Asian Awareness Council, who put on the shows, were ready for their artists and performances, he said.

"We asked our people, and they told us about this tour," Le said, "so we jumped right on it."

The three men performed in a room because they didn't want the sound to get away. The audience's response throughout the show proved that it was worth the effort.

Balleceto kicked off the show and performed the bulk of songs. He rapped a song with hip-hop clothes on and an African drum and involved the audience.

The next person was a Vietnamese-American Heritage Month performer who was coming back because he hasn't really talked about issues relating to his Chinese heritage.

Phil, a Vietnamese-American Heritage Month performer, mentioned the various issues in Asian-American and said how he feels about them.

The first thing he talked about was the Vietnamese last name "Lee." He was surprised that many people pronounce it incorrectly or use it as a first name with that last name related to it.

His first piece was about Vietnamese people with different personalities. He talked about how the audience should see it so fun and interesting the way they are, and that's how we get people to say "umny." Ellerson being Filipino, performed the first part of a song in the Filipino language and explained to the audience what it was telling them to say "umny."

Phil's next piece was about two Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretending to be Vietnamese girls pretend
SUNDAY'S GAME:

Southern Miss-UCF a battle of division foes

BRIAN MURPHY/Staff writer

The UCF Football team has certainly made itself comfortable in its new home. The Knights are 3-1 in Bright House Networks Stadium, averaging 46 points a game and the only loss being a three-point defeat by a top-10 Texas Longhorn team.

But once the Knights beat the Tulane Green Wave, they seem to become a different team. "They have been outscored in the last two of which have basically been throw-away games," Southern Miss head coach Golden Flentcher said. "The Knights (4-0) will need to find a way to change this trend Sunday when they will pay a visit to the Southern Miss Golden Eagles (4-2 overall, 3-0 in C-USA)." Southern Miss has scored the points they need to bring their home intensity with them to away games. With this concept, they will be playing Southern Miss on Sunday night on ESPN. The Knights will be among the top teams that UCF has faced this year. Here's what to watch for.

Another UCF running back battle

It may not be one of the premier conferences in the nation, but Conference USA certainly throws a bunch solid running backs. Tulane's Matt Forte leads the nation in rushing yards per game. East Carolina's Ryan Falcom, along with Forte, is averaging 112.3 rushing yards a game. Southern Miss running back Damion Fletcher is averaging 115.2 rushing yards a game and has nine rushing touchdowns after an injury-riddled season in 2006. Fletcher is also ranked in the top-25 in the country with 145 yards.

UCF football team has certain

That's all I remember. We couldn't really get in sync or get into a good rhythm, so we kept a couple (of defenders) on the football and make sure we keep him inside the tackle box, because he likes to bounce outside." This year, last year, Southern Miss became the all-time freshman rushing leader in Southern Miss and Conference USA history as he tallied 1,589 yards. He scored 11 touchdowns and finished the season ranked No. 21 in the nation in rushing yards per game.

Southern Miss running back Damion Fletcher is averaging 115.2 rushing yards a game and has nine rushing touchdowns after an injury-riddled season in 2006. Fletcher is also ranked in the top-25 in the country with 145 yards.

UCF Football team has certain
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Despite being tied for first after the first round of the Tucows UCF Collegiate Tournament, the UCF Men’s Golf team finished the tour-

Men’s golf finishes 7th
Knights end tourney 7-over

While the reliability of senior quarterback Kyle Israel has been inconsistent this season, and Martevious Young have no trouble finding depth in their receiving corps. Last

WHAT TO WATCH FOR

Knights will need big backup quarterback Stephen Joachim both had career days for UCF, posting triple-digit

Wearing an 18-pound harness, professional disc golfers Thomas Lohmeyer and Tony Mount can tie in the tour-

SEASON’S BEST ON THE COURSE "The only definite advantage for the Golden Eagles is that we will be at home, with the crowd on our side. But we know that’s not going to be enough for eighth place.”

Greg Forest shot a 4-under-par in the first round and was a large reason the Knights were able to finish six strokes out of the 90-player field. The sixth hole was a par-4, and he put it on the green in one shot. On the-par 4, Forest drove it to 10 yards, didn’t have any trouble with the rough. The Knights have one more tournament on their fall sched-

Nino Henriques went 75-70-70, and finished 3-over par for the tournament. Kyle Davis rounded things out for UCF with an 80, finishing 4-over par. Georgia’s Harris English went 75-74-71-72 to win his first collegiate title. Martevious Young have no trouble finding depth in their receiving corps. Last
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The Knights were led by handheld Jack, who ended the tournament tied for 30th at 1-over-par. Jack, who started Tuesday tied for 27th, shot a 2-under-par 69 in the final round; it was his second under-par round and his best three rounds Tuesday and didn’t have any trouble with the rough. The Knights have one more tournament on their fall sched-
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Stephen Reaves was expected to fill in for Young and yet start the following week against Rice, but a strained elbow muscle forced him out of the starting lineup. Third-string quarterback Martez Washington started instead, but he broke his right leg on the third play which allowed Reaves to finally see some action. Reaves won both games that he started. He completed 25 of 49 passes for 300 yards, the most passing yards from a Southern Miss quarterback since 2004. Golden Eagles head coach Jeff Bower said that Reaves will start against the Knights, but Young would be available if needed. Young is not a statistical passer but is a much more mobile quarterback than Reaves. Yet Bower said that if Young were to play in this game, he would be limited. Whoever starts at quarterback for the Golden Eagles will be without the team’s leading receiver, Chris Johnson, who is out for the season after fracturing his right hand against Marshall.

Because of this, school athletic director Travis Magee helped fill that void by adding five new non-conference opponents this season. These include Southern Miss, Tulane, and East Carolina. They are in the bottom 100 teams at the FBS level every year except in 1996 and 1999. They are a dark horse team that could shock the nation. They have won the last five games and have scored 1,130 points in their last 12 games. They have scored at least 30 points in their last five games.

The Golden Eagles’ defense has been especially strong this season. They limited Marshall to 579 yards rushing, which marked the third time the Golden Eagles have limited their opponent to less than 100 yards rushing this season. The other two times were against Tennessee-Martin and East Carolina, which ran for 161 yards against the Knights on Oct. 6.

Southern Miss’ defense is led by linebacker Gerald McClellan, who is tied for third in the nation in tackles per game. He has totaled at least one tackle in all seven games this season, including the double-tackle performance against Tulane.

Not liking the lineup

This will be the Knights’ fifth game on television this year, including their third on ESPN. The Southern Miss game will be the Knights’ fifth game on television, their second against an SEC team. The Knights started off the season with a win over Tulane and then lost to Connecticut. They then lost to UCF and USF, both losses in their home debut. The game against Tulane was the last game against a team that had a winning record.

The Knights say that anytime you’re on national TV, it’s a big stage. To make matters worse, they play on national TV, it’s a massive stage. And head coach George O’Leary knows that you can’t pass up any chance to present yourself in front of such a big audience.

“Anytime you’re on national TV, it’s a huge stage for these guys,” O’Leary said. “You’re on national TV, you’re on national TV, you’re on national TV, you’re on national TV, you’re on national TV, you’re on national TV. . . . You can’t pass up any opportunity for that.”

Find words

The Knights started off the season so strong, winning their first two games, including their first victory over a BCS conference team in the George O’Leary era. The Knights then lost into games where they were overmatched and out of sight. However, when people thought the Knights were out of it, they were able to handle the Tulsa Golden Hurricane and their second-ranked offense, they played a near-flawless game and held the Golden Hurricane to nearly 220 yards less than their season average.
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Fall Out Boy’s tour makes Homecoming stop at Arena

BRANDON RIEDEL

As UCF students prepare for Homecoming 2007, Fall Out Boy prepares to rock the student-filled UCF Arena as headliners for Concert Knight on Thursday.

The show is a stop on Fall Out Boy’s Soul Punk World Tour and is the third of five Florida stops.

Joining the Billie Batson will be Plain White T’s andSuburban Legends. Opening bands include, from left to right: What We Are To Become and Nght

The annual Homecoming concert is known for its variety — with previous years including acts from Coldplay and The Fray to UB40 and O.A.R. — and this year will feature this same diversity.

Fall Out Boy guitarist Joe Trohman said Thursday that not only does he prefer performing in concerts with diversity, he enjoys going to one as well.

"Previously I have seen shows where everyone single band sounds the same, and you really just want to see the last band because they’re the best sounding of the four," he said. "So I think a tour like this is cool because you get to see four different bands that have different sounds."

As part of the headlining band, Trohman said this will be the "longest set" they’ve ever done. The performance should include at least 12 to 15 songs.

With a catalog of more than 15 songs, the band plans to pull tunes from each of its four full-length albums for the show’s set list. But fans better try to see the band, as the radio singles won’t be on the tour. Those songs are sure to make the set a hit, Trohman added.

To ensure that fans hear other
Amanda Welch

Orlando has been blazed. On Saturday, indie music sensation, Cat Power, performed at Club Firestone with her collaborator, sometime-guitarist, Delta Blues.

The audience was charmed and brought to the dance floor with the cheerfully diversified assembly. 

U.S. political science major Bryn Rensfield attended to bring Cat Power’s selectiveness live. “She’s a little jazzy, a little soul and a little blues,” he said. Cat Power is a true Mayor, a newly sober, well-established southern musician, whose on-stage behaviors are almost as noticeable as her music. 

Fortunately, the album of Cat Power, which totally marshall’s, has been fully released. Cancellation has been fueled by the release of this album, Delta Blues now have only her first album, Mezzanine, and stage fright to be wary of. 

This red-eyed political body culminates declining her impact that pictures can also be traced with the first foundations of Marshall’s hit. “Chang is really camera phobia,” her manager said. While she did fixate on sound details throughout the show, many纳米 are applauding to the audience for their success. Marshall’s nervous habits were hardly jeopardizing. 

Astoundingly confident, Cat Power rocked onstage behind the drums of the Thirty Delta Blues, grabbed the ax and, without hesitation, allowed her voice to pour over her fans. 

Marshall’s bantry was not only the surprise of the evening. After the audience excitement for Cat Power, much of the crowd was actually encored.

Juliette Lewis licks up punk rock success

Juliette & the Licks

Amanda R. Shaprio

Career cartoonophobis can be the death of an entertainment. The clown derider to hit celebrities at the height of their success and can sometimes result in tragedy. 

Juliette Lewis, a 22-year-old actress, is certainly shaping up to be an equally comic in place of dance and adding it to her dynamic role of the misshapen booby bird, but Four On The Floor is no joke. 

This album opens on “Bras & Grabs” with a shrieking Lewis opening the band to start the mackin. 

What then ensues is a compilation of 12 tracks, each backed with a band track, nov and redundant punk-accented rock songs.

“Purgatory Blues” branch out to a more refined melody. Lewis’s voice controls like a Grammy-award, only on the anemic Courtney Love in her lipsy. 

Lewis toms down now and again for an more convoluted track like tracks such as “Lucky For You” and “Marl You Slappy.”

“For the Inside the Gaps,” Lewis drops down to a lower octave to deliver a series of moans and growls in accordance with the song’s lyrics. 

Listeners can safely say that Four On The Floor isn’t the output of a stereotypical female-fronted rock band. 

The album is highlighted by the appearance of Foo Fighters front man Dave Grohl, who credits Lewis as having his inspiration. 

The album would otherwise go unnoticed were it not for a proudest shot of him sliding back behind his drums with a massive grin on his face. Lewis’s performance on the album as a replacement for The Licks’s drummer who will shortly before the recording of Four On The Floor. 

The band manages to thoroughly impress with nearly every aspect of the album’s makeup, even opting to incorporate the token slow track that all badass bands include as a sort of interlude.

For Lewis and the guys, the acoustic ballads wraps up the album as the conclusion, implying the question in its title, “Are You Happy?”

For those who have the pleasure of spending quality time with the music, we can safely answer, “Yes.” 

With a stage presence like a midsize of Iggy Pop, Lewis & The Licks continue audiences with their massive energy. The band will play The Social on Wednesday. Earlier in the day, they will appear at Park Ave CDs for an impressive performance and pumpkin carving contest. 

A La Mode

October isn’t all about Halloween parties, the World Series or candy. It’s also Breast Cancer Awareness Month.

In 2007, an estimated 237,460 new cases of invasive breast cancer will be diagnosed among women, according to the American Cancer Society.

There are many ways to ensure that you are aware of how breast cancer is affecting many mothers, grandmothers, aunts, sisters, cousins, wives, girlfriends and friends today. One of these ways is by wearing pink.

Lauren Mills, an 18-year-old freshman psychology major said, “I bought her pink light shirt from Burlingame Firestone Cafe and wore it because of breast cancer awareness month.”

It’s a good cause,” Mills said about wearing pink.

Her mother and aunt have breast cancer and her grandmother is a breast cancer survivor.

For 19-year-old sophomore Jamie Shaw from Fullerton College, she and her friends are also wearing pink to support their childhood cancer awareness month.

“I think it is Breast Cancer Awareness month,” Jamie said.

She also said many people are aware of the disease that has affected their family.

For the other side of it, it is Breast Cancer Awareness month. It’s a good cause,” Mills said about wearing pink.

Jamie is a Freshman journalism major, with wearink a pink polo shirt to class to support Breast Cancer Awareness Month. She says she was aware of this cause because of a popular talk show.

“Shawn the Ellen show all the times because that’s when I want to work,” Ruthenfield said, “and the treatments is a lot.”

“My mom’s friend was affected by breast cancer and it’s becoming an epidemic.”

Many items are available in pink to support this cause, especially during this October. Companies like Estee Lauder, T.J. Mailes, Bumble and Bumble and Kitchen Aid offer pink products and are donating a percentage of the sales from these products to breast cancer research.

The Breast Cancer Research Foundation is known as The Beauty Spot salon in Long Beach. 

Dana houses breast cancer awareness, The Beauty Spot is running a “Pink Friday Special” and Panera Breads is offering free bagels.

Show your support for those who have breast cancer by wearing pink in these last cold days of October. 

The Billboard

Billboard Top Albums: Week Ended October 26, 2001

1. Bruce Springsteen / Magic
2. Kool Rock / Rock N Roll Jesus
3. Rascal Flatts / Still Feel Good
4. Josh Groban / No. 1
5. Johnny Cash / From This Light/ Intersections

Elaine Marshall, also known as Cat Power, performed at Club Firestone on October 26, 2001. The album, the latest, came out in January 2000, and a new album will be available in early 2004.

Juliette & the Licks: Albums, Four on the Floor

Juliette & the Licks Available Now

Card awareness pretty in pink this month

10% Off with this offer only for the Breast Cancer Awareness 2008 event. Click from the top left: Boulevard Fullerton shows her support for breast cancer awareness by wearing a pink scarf. Author Courtney Mills, an 18-year-old freshman psychology major, authored the article. The Computer Desk to show support for this month, and Lauren Mills wear pink tank top to show her support for breast cancer awareness.

October is the Breast Cancer Awareness Month and awareness month.
Hanson returns to tour in O-town

**BILLIE HARL** Staff Writer

After a two-year touring break, the brothers Hanson are back on the road to promote their new album, *Get Your Equation Out of My Face*.

As part of The Wild Tour, the band has sponsored various walks, including a walk to support the poor on the streets of London. On paper, the tour seems to be a success.

The band has also announced the release of a new album, *Room No. 23*, which is expected to be released in the spring of next year.

**Dan in Real Life**

To the edge of stereotype, Blansheton for the holidays when balance them out.

Dan Burns (Carell) is heading through Manhattan, without pretension for the fact that they make for a change of pace to find the character - a bearded chef with barefoot to see what it's like to not have a pair of shoes.

The band also performed covers of Lenny Kravitz’s “Almost Got Me” and the Police’s “Kiss in My Life.”

At the end of the concert, Taylor Hanson reminded fans that now is the time for action.

As much as I love John Mayer, our generation can’t stay around and wait for the blood of the innocent!

Taylor said, “I watched a documentary about meningitis on the Discovery Channel the night before, and I know the statement was possibly a little off. First of all, if she didn’t have meningitis with meningitis for a week, she would be unable to speak. This is truly because they made a movie about it. Additionally, there is a lot of legal cleaning a river of blood fairly impractical.”

A few days later, I found myself in an underground bunker with a type of meningitis pounding on the hill. By this time, the first division of meningitis Defense had fallen, and meningitis zombies were closing in on the final security checkpoint around the Health Center in an attempt to make a second group of unseeded antibiotics. I’d like to point out that the meningitis zombies didn’t actually have meningitis, and they did prefer antibiotics to brains. Regardless, while I was kissing the door, I had time for a brief moment of reflection.

All the hysteria could have been easily avoided if people just took the time to educate themselves. However, the world is not as quick. Google search could have diálogo before they went. Before I had just come out.

**CARELL BREAKS FROM NORM IN DAN**

The Dryer Side

Illness makes zombies out of student bodies

GRANT LOWTHER

Continuing interest

The hear from the pyres are now starting to wave, and coastal areas are clearing the air.

The hysteria caused from the simple case of meningitis at UCF two weeks ago has passed, but the empty halls of charred buildings serve as a testament to what never should have been. People with meningitis were therefore turned into zombies with meningitis in a post-apocalyptic england.

My recollection of the time before the “Meningitis Rocks” is hazy, and the last thing I remember clearly is one of my peers approaching me.

She wore a look of absolute terror and proclaimed, “Two had meningitis last week! Give me antibiotics, or the tears will run red with the blood of the innocent!”

Thankfully, I watched a documentary about meningitis on the Discovery Channel the night before, and I know the statement was possibly a little off. First of all, if she hadn’t been struck with meningitis for a week, she would be unable to speak. This is truly because they made a movie about it. Additionally, there is a lot of legal cleaning a river of blood fairly impractical.”

A few days later, I found myself in an underground bunker with a type of meningitis pounding on the hill. By this time, the first division of meningitis Defense had fallen, and meningitis zombies were closing in on the final security checkpoint around the Health Center in an attempt to make a second group of unseeded antibiotics. I’d like to point out that the meningitis zombies didn’t actually have meningitis, and they did prefer antibiotics to brains. Regardless, while I was kissing the door, I had time for a brief moment of reflection.

All the hysteria could have been easily avoided if people just took the time to educate themselves. However, the world is not as quick. Google search could have diálogo before they went. Before I had just come out.
When I think of it, this very strange happening, but it’s really not that weird when you think about it. It’s like Fall Out Boy does with some shirts and you try to make things that we like that other people will really like.

The Homecoming concert starts at 7 p.m. Thursday at 7 p.m. at the New Arena, located on the Main Campus.

By their fourth song, fans were really worked with some shirts and they enjoyed the music—”they were really distracted.”

The show was very much a showcase of the new, deliberate Capone, with bittersweet introductions of all the band members, including Trohman said. From the beginning, the idea was to start small and build up.
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Grape Juice Antioxidant Study

**RPpe LIFEStyLe INSTITUTE** in Florida Hospital Cerebral Health is conducting a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body antioxidant status.

**For your participation in this study you will receive:**
- Brief Physical Exam
- Complete Blood Work
- EKG Testing
- Dietary Antioxidant Analysis
- $300 Compensation

To qualify you must be a healthy female, normal weight, non-smoking, and between 50 and 70 years of age. You must be able to participate in 2 separate double-night stays.

For more information please call 407-303-4544
GET YOUR WINGS, FRIES, MINI BURGERS CRAVE ON.

20% off entire check with your student ID

for parties up to six
Saturday and Sunday  10 pm - 5 am

Answer the following questions and bring your completed form to the Project Spot for a chance to win an iPod touch!

Enter from NOW until November 2nd

1. What services does the Project Spot offer?
   A. Binding/Finishing
   B. Photo editing/Printing
   C. Scanning/Laminating
   D. All of these

2. What can the Project Spot help me with?
   A. Posters/signs/Banners
   B. Resumes/Theses
   C. Newsletters/Flyers
   D. All of these too!

3. Which copy-print-design company has a store conveniently located on campus?
   A. FedEx Kinko’s
   B. Bob’s Copy n’ Print
   C. WestCopies Inc.
   D. The Project Spot

We are located in the John T. Washington Center, Room 114, across from the Chick-Fil-A

Name ____________________________
Phone ____________________________
E-mail ____________________________

Student  Faculty  Staff  Other

*We are located in John T. Washington Center, Room 114, across from the Chick-Fil-A.

*This offer is only valid with this form and must be presented at the time of purchase. One entry per student per day. Not valid with any other coupons or offers. Offers are subject to change. McDONALDS, INC. licensee of the MCDONALD’S TRADEMARKS and INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY in the U.S.A. A unit of the MCDONALD’S CORPORATION. Copyright © 2007 MCDONALDS, INC. All rights reserved. Not valid with any other coupons or offers. Offers are subject to change.
Students give Knightro a lift at Spirit Splash last year in the Reflecting Pond.

The annual celebration is the only time UCF students are allowed to wade in the fountain, which has become one of UCF's most well-known landmarks. Last year, Dr. Michael Diechen, the associate director of UCF Student Health Services, said that after the event the Health Center saw an increase of students who came in. Diechen said that most of the complaints were minor injuries, such as sprained ankles and don't necessarily stem from germs in the water. Spirit Splash is Nov. 2.

UCF wide receiver Rocky Ross scores a touchdown in the Knights' 40-29 loss to Rice in 2006's Homecoming. UCF plays Marshall on Nov. 3.

This year's Homecoming may be themed "Tales of Terror," but UCF and the Student Government Association want to make sure that students and visitors are screaming for joy.

While traditional tailgating hours and regulations will remain unchanged, SGA is planning a host of special events in anticipation of the Marshall game, said Brandon Delanois, coordinator for SGA Athletics and Traditions.

In order to make sure that Knights fans suit up in only their best armor on gameday, Delanois said that SGA is working with the bookstore in the John T. Washington Center and the one in Knights Plaza to create a Gold Bonus Discount campaign.

E-mail messages were sent to all students earlier this week about the campaign. The e-mail serves as a coupon that students can use to purchase any item of gold apparel for 25 percent off. The offer is only available to students, so bring a student ID.

Even before the Marshall game, UCF fans will have a chance to sport their new duds and cheer for the home team. An exhibition basketball game between UCF and St. Leo will be held in the New Arena at 11 a.m., Delanois said. "There's going to be so many people on campus," Delanois said, "so why not show off our new venue?"

Those worried about double dipping into their weekend funds to see two games needn't be concerned: the basketball game will be free admission, Delanois said.

Making a return to UCF gameday traditions, the Knight Walk will be held in front of the Stadium around 1:30 p.m. The Knight Walk invites cheering fans to line up in two rows from the street to the Stadium gates, creating an aisle for the team to pass through.

"We really want people to show up and greet the team," Delanois said.

The Stadium will also greet a new arrival on game day. Delanois said that SGA will unveil a statue specially crafted for the Stadium.

Delanois wouldn't reveal specifics about the statue's look, but he said that "it's impressive. It's very, very impressive."

During the Tulsa game, the statue was kept covered and watched over by a guard. "That's how serious we're taking it," Delanois said.

For Homecoming, however, the SGA plans to drop the curtain and make the statue a permanent part of the UCF campus.

"I think it'll be a great addition to our Stadium," Delanois said.
On the first Knight of Homecoming, my UCF gave to me – a chance to perform some philanthropy.

ROBYN LODERSKY

The theme of this year’s Homecoming is “Tales of Hero­ry.” This theme will be reflected in each of the events with some new events and some updated traditional ones.

Here’s a lineup of what to expect:

Off-campus Service Day: Friday, Oct. 26

This is the first year for this event, and more than 900 students have signed up to volunteer. Service Day will be at the Parramore Kids Zone in downtown Orlando. Volunteers will work in two different shifts and tackle a variety of tasks from landscaping to playing with children.

Parramore Kids Zone was modeled after Harlem Children’s Zone in New York City. It aims to lower homelessness, poverty, juvenile crime and child abuse rates among children in the neighborhood and also helps improve their quality of life.

The facility focuses on building communities in children’s lives such as quality early childhood education, after-school programs that build family economic success, youth development programs, parent engagement, access to health care, mentoring and more.

Carnival: Saturday, Oct. 27 and Sunday, Oct. 28

This year the carnival will span a whole weekend instead of just one day, with the intent of making Homecoming more welcoming to the community.

The carnival will be open from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. each day, and students can get in free with their ID. There will be a charge for all of the rides, but a $5 entrance fee will be offered to all of the senior class. Parking for the carnival will be in parking lot B near the Visual Arts Building. The space on Memory Mall is only suitable for pedestrians, not rides.

For the first time, the carnival will have a pet area, one of only three in the area, said Matt Pyle, the Carnival Knight chair.

Chalk the Walk: Sunday, Oct. 28

This event is part of Homecoming Philanthropy and will be held behind the Classroom 1 Building from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.

Organizations will have a 4-foot by 4-foot space to draw something that relates to the theme of Homecoming. Along with UCF students, organizations are encouraged to involve local children in the drawings.

Movie Knight: Monday, Oct. 29

This year, I, New Providence You Chuck and Larry will be shown at Memory Mall on a 40-foot screen at 8 p.m.

Three popular flavors will be offered: chocolate, caramel and original. Students can come out with snacks and a movie. Free food will also be offered by the Student Activities Board and the Student Government Association. Tickets will be available at the Student Activities Board office.

This is the first chance for students to get their Home­coming Tickets and the last chance before the day of the Homecoming Concert to get tickets to see Full-Out Boyz, Gym Class Heroes, the Flats White T’s and Cute Is What We Aim for.

Comedy Knight: Tuesday, Oct. 30

The comedy of Bruce Bruce and the winner of the Amateur Comedy Competition, Toby Stiller, will be featured at this year’s Comedy Knight at 7 p.m.

Students shouldn’t have a problem getting a seat in the New UCF Arena, which holds 10,000 students. Students must have their UCF ID to enter. This event is not open to the public and no tickets will be sold.

Dance Knight: Wednesday, Oct. 31

This event is part of the Homecoming Parade and will be held behind the Classroom 1 Building from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Students organizations will face off in a step competition in the New UCF Arena at 7 p.m. Participating organizations will judge each other. This event is open to the entire community. The winner of Step Knight will be awarded a trophy at the Awards Ceremony at the end of Homecoming.

Spirit Splash: Friday, Nov. 2

Spirit Splash has happened at noon in the Reflecting Pool in front of Millikan Hall. This is the only time throughout the entire year you can run and play in the cool, blue waves of the reflecting pool without being punished for it.

T-shirts will be handed out.

We aim for will star in this year’s Concert Knight at 7 p.m. It is not too late to get a free ticket. Tickets will be available Monday, at Movie Knight, and all remaining tickets will be distributed at 2 p.m. on the day of the show at Memory Mall.

All tickets that were sold to the public have been sold out. Each student will only receive one ticket and must present their UCF ID with their ticket at the door.
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Young, Wild Things to bring rock to UCF Concert Knight

It's all about the boys with Fall Out Boy, Gym Class Heroes and friends

ROBEY SIDERSKY / Staff Writer

As Homecoming's Comedy Knight this year, students will hear the talents of not two, but three comedians for free.

Bruce Brown, who hosted BET's Comic View for two years, will be the main act and Benji Brown, also from Comic View, will open for him.

"I wanted to have the students involved with students, said Megan Berkovits, director of the Homecoming Comedy Committee that took place in Wackadoo's Tuesday night, right after Homecoming. "I wanted to have the students involved with students, said Megan Berkovits, director of the Homecoming Comedy Committee that took place in Wackadoo's Tuesday night, right after Homecoming.

Bruce Brown, the main act for the show, is known for his adult humor but prides himself on not using vulgarity.

"The thing about the Arena, you know if I could just get a good 5,000 to laugh, I think I'll be OK," said Brown. "The bigger the crowd, the better it is. I'm pretty sure I couldn't pull it off. I'm not working.

Brown said he wants to prepare the Arena to be a comedy since he was 12.

"We wanted to involve students and make them get more involved," said Rachel Barsha, Campus Activities Board comedy director.

"We wanted to involve students and make them get more involved," said Rachel Barsha, Campus Activities Board comedy director.

Bruce Brown and Benji Brown have toured all over the nation before their stints at UCF. The doors to the Arena will open at 6:30 p.m., and the show will start at 7 p.m. on Tuesday.

This year, students receive free tickets upon entry. Berkovits said, "Students receive tickets, they will be entered into a database so they cannot receive more than one.

The concerts will put UCF on the map, said Robby Reese, general manager of the Arena.

"I think, in all, this is very positive," Reese said. "We want to be a premiere destination for shows in the southeast.

"We want to be a premiere destination for shows in the southeast.

At Homecoming's Comedy Knight next year, students will hear the talents of not two, but three comedians for free.

For the show, is known for his adult humor but prides himself on not using vulgarity.

In front of 10,000 people, the show will be open to the public.

The total budget for Homecoming is $750,000 and is allocated among all of the Homecoming events.

Most of the concert budget will be spent on paying for the 4,400 tickets.

UCF Card Services will be at the New Arena to scan the student IDs of people using free tickets upon entry.

Berkovits said, "This isn't a new idea, Reese said. "It's just a new venue and higher profit."
Fri. 10/26: 12:30-3:30pm & 4-7pm
Off-Campus Service Day
(Sign up for a volunteer shift: hephilanthropy@mail.ucf.edu)

Sat./Sun. 10/27 & 28: 10am-5pm
Homecoming Carnival
in the YAB Parking Lot

Mon. 10/29: 8pm
Movie Knight
"I Now Pronounce You Chuck and Larry" at the Memory Mall

Tue. 10/30: 7:30pm
Comedy Knight
featuring Bruce Bruce at the New UCF Arena

Wed. 10/31: 7pm
Skit Knight
at the New UCF Arena

Thu. 11/1: 7pm
Concert Knight
featuring Fall Out Boy at the New UCF Arena

Fri. 11/2: 12pm
Spirit Splash
at the Reflecting Pond

Sat. 11/3: 9:30am
Homecoming Parade
3:30pm
on Gemini Blvd.
Football Game
vs. Marshall
at the New BrightHouse Networks Stadium

www.ucfhec.com
Student Union 208
407-823-6471
Homecoming Court nominees presented

ROBYN SIEGREY
Laduree

Each year for Homecoming a select group of students are nominated by the organizations they are involved with for Homecoming Court. The student must be of at least junior standing and have a minimum of a 3.0 GPA to qualify for nomination.

"They can be Mr. or Miss UCF, a member of the Homecoming Task Force, a graduate assistant in the Office of Student Involvement or a former Homecoming King or Queen.

Students submit applications, and after interviews are conducted by a panel of judges, the court is selected. One female and one male student are selected to represent UCF as Homecoming King and Queen. Students can vote for their favorite candidates on MyUCF from Monday at 8 a.m. through the entire week of Homecoming events. And the nominees are:

Rafael Padron
Class Standing: Senior
Major: Accounting
Favorite Homecoming Events: Spirit Splash
Campus Involvement: Phi Gamma Delta, Homecoming Chair for Phi Gamma Delta, Student Government Association Senator, Vice President and former President of Delta Epsilon Chi, Latin Rhythms, Campus Activities Board, Eagle Scout, Randy Knight Award, Nominated by Gamma Delta
Why he thinks he should be the Homecoming King: "My philosophy is to really represent the university with the opportunity it has. I came in poor and convinced that I would fail, and the university has instilled in me passion for learning, involvement and how much it provides outlets for activities for students."

Scott Kimkan
Class Standing: Senior
Major: Finance and Accounting
Favorite Homecoming Events: Spirit Splash and Spirit Knight
Campus Involvement: Kappa Signa, Vice Chair of President’s Leadership Council chall, resident assistant in Library, Burnett Honors College, O-Team, SGA, Eagle Scout, Sigma Alpha FI, Glee Kids the World
Nominated By: Kappa Signa
Why he thinks he should be the Homecoming King: "Basically, over the past four years I tried to do a lot to take advantage of the university and encourage students to do the same — get involved. And as a result of that, I want to bring that to the Student Senate, to act as a representative of the student body for what it is that the student body needs, and trying to be a well-rounded student.

Gaston Blanchet
Class Standing: Senior
Major: International Business
Favorite Homecoming Events: The game
Campus Involvement: Robert Koos, College Team Leader and Peer Ambassador, President’s Leadership Council, Business Strategist for Student Government Association, Student Conduct Review Board, research intern for the Global Perspectives Office
Why he thinks he should be the Homecoming King: "I think it’s a great way to show my love for UCF, and I think it’s a representation of the student body."

Daniel Scott
Class Standing: Senior
Major: Management Information Systems
Favorite Homecoming Event: The game
Campus Involvement: Kappa Epsilon, student at the University Air Force ROTC, SGA, Greek Council, president of the high school soccer team, Resident Hall and Apartment Patrol, Tau Kappa Epsilon Mentorship Committee, Alpha Xi Delta
Why he thinks he should be the Homecoming King: "All passion for UCF and I bleed black and gold."

David Young
Class Standing: Senior
Major: English Literature
Favorite Homecoming Events: Spirit Knight
Campus Involvement: Alpha Tau Omega, President’s Leadership Council, Development, Enrollment Services, Recruitment Student Advisory Council, mentor for Robert Huntington Prep, Orlando Grace Church
Why he thinks he should be the Homecoming King: "I’ve always been really involved on campus, and I love to represent UCF on that kind of level."

Crystal Lee
Class Standing: Senior
Major: Social Science Education
Favorite Homecoming Event: Spirit Splash
Campus Involvement: Alpha Xi Delta, senior resident assistant in Libra, President’s Leadership Council, O-Team, LEAD Scholars, National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Phi Beta Sigma, SGA
Nominated By: Alpha Xi Delta
Why she thinks she should be the Homecoming Queen: "I want to be able to give back to the university that offered me so many opportunities. I feel like I’m a well-balanced student that will represent the university well."

Tabatha Caballero
Class Standing: Senior
Major: Legal Studies and Political Science
Favorite Homecoming Activity: Spirit Splash
Campus Involvement: SLS peer mentor, LEF Team Member, SGA Member, Distinctive Talent, Greek Council, Student Leadership, Student Conduct Review Board
Nominated By: Alpha Xi Delta
Why she thinks she should be the Homecoming Queen: "I felt like I really represent the university with the opportunity it has. I came in poor and convinced that I would fail, and the university has instilled in me passion for learning, involvement and how much it provides outlets for activities for students."

Krisen Kugler
Class Standing: Senior
Major: Psychology Education
Favorite Homecoming Activity: Spirit Splash
Campus Involvement: Delta Delta Delta, SGA Senator, Knight Team Executive Board, LEAD Scholar, Gold Team Football Recruit, Junior Panhellenic, National Society of Collegiate Scholars, and Golden Key
Nominated By: Phi Beta Pi, Phi Delta Delta
Why she thinks she should be the Homecoming Queen: "This university is absolutely incredible in so many different ways, and representing it would be the biggest honor imaginable."

Megan Licata
Class Standing: Junior
Major: Pre-Nursing Science
Favorite Homecoming Event: MyUCF
Campus Involvement: LEAD scholarship, SGA, President’s Leadership Council, Student Government Association, Vice President of LEAD Scholars, Resident Advisor, Golden Key
Nominated By: Alpha Xi Delta
Why she thinks she should be the Homecoming Queen: "I feel that I represent our university on campus to general well."

Julie Zimmerman
Class Standing: Graduate
Major: Business
Favorite Homecoming Event: MyUCF
Campus Involvement: LINK Out-of-State Program, LIFT Peer Mentor, Trick or Treat, LEAD Scholars, LEAD Presidents Council, Kappa Alpha Theta
Nominated By: Kappa Alpha Theta
Why she thinks she should be the Homecoming Queen: "I think it’s a great way to inspire other people to get involved in the university and loving it, I want to inspire others to find where they belong."

Orlando's Best Value for Golf

Located just 15 minutes from the UCF campus
Championship Golf Course
kept in excellent condition year round
Call anytime for our current rates
407-568-2116
Sign up for the Capstone Club and receive additional discounts

STUDENT LOANS?
FIND A BETTER-PAYING JOB TODAY.
Search local and national jobs 24/7.
Orlando Sentinel: More local jobs than any other source.

OrlandoSentinel.com careerbuilder
Marshall game will feature Homecoming Court at halftime

FROM A2 to students along with Homecoming-themed rubber ducks.

The pep rally will feature a concert, the Marching Knights, the UCF National Champion Cheerleaders and UCF dancers.

Parade: Saturday, Nov. 3

Instead of traveling into downtown Orlando, students can see the parade right on campus as it makes its way downtown Germain Boulevard. The parade will start at 9:00 a.m. It will feature floats built by student organizations as well as participants from local businesses.

Students get a little crazy last year at the Spirit Splash event. UCF's Physical Plant has to drain the Reflecting Pond both before and after the event to make it safe for swimming.

Instead of traveling to downtown Orlando, students can see the parade right on campus as it makes its way down Gemini Boulevard.

The parade will start at 9:30 a.m. It will feature floats built by student organizations as well as participants from local businesses.

Awards Ceremony: Sunday, Nov. 4

At an invitation-only awards ceremony in the Student Union, organizations will be recognized for awards based on the activities of Homecoming Week. Each organization is awarded points based on its participation in events throughout the week.

"Excited about Homecoming?"

MAN ON THE STREET

THE WORD AROUND CAMPUS

MICHAEL ASHTON
Business Management, Junior

"I really haven't thought much about what is going on for Homecoming."

"I think it is great, and I'm really excited about volunteering for Homecoming because we have a stadium on campus now.""

"I feel like Homecoming is going to be indescribable going to be nice at the New UCF Arena; it is a good lineup too."

"It is a little more exciting with the football stadium and everything."
Don't Save Money On A Haircut.

Save Money On Car Insurance.

Go have a professional cut your hair, because your State Farm® agents got your back with the right coverage and discounts up to 40% on car insurance. Call me 24/7 for a quote. What are you waiting for? It's a better way to save.

Rocco English
10004 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817-1901
Bus: 407-657-7800
www.roccoenenglish.com

Call me 24/7 for Discounts up to 40%